Radiological analysis on femoral tunnel positioning between isometric and anatomical reconstructions of the anterior cruciate ligament
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Abstract

Objective: the aim of this study was to radiologically evaluate the femoral tunnel position in anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstructions using the isometric and anatomical techniques.

Methods: a prospective analytical study was conducted on patients undergoing ACL reconstruction by means of the isometric and anatomical techniques, using grafts from the knee flexor tendons or patellar tendon. Twenty-eight patients were recruited during the immediate postoperative period, at the knee surgery outpatient clinic of FCMMG-HUSJ. Radiographs of the operated knee were produced in anteroposterior (AP) view with the patient standing on both feet and in lateral view with 30° of flexion. The lines were traced out and the distances and angles were measured on the lateral radiograph to evaluate the sagittal plane. The distance from the center of the screw to the posterior cortical bone of the lateral condyle was measured and divided by the Blumensaat line. In relation to the height of the screw, the distance from the center of the screw to the joint surface of the lateral condyle of the knee was measured. On the AP radiograph, evaluating the coronal plane, the angle between the anatomical axis of the femur and a line traced at the center of the screw was measured.

Results: with regard to the p measurement (posteriorization of the interference screw), the tests showed that the p-value (0.4213) was greater than the significance level used (0.05); the null hypothesis was not rejected and it could be stated that there was no statistically significant difference between the anatomical and isometric techniques. With regard to the H measurement (height of the screw in relation to the lower cortical bone of the knee), the p-value observed (0.0006) was less than the significance level used (0.05); the null hypothesis was rejected and it could be stated that there was a statistically significant difference between the anatomical and isometric techniques. It can be concluded that the...
latter difference occurred because the isometric technique generated greater values for the H measurement than the anatomical technique. With regard to the MED variable (position of the screw on the AP radiograph), the observed p-value (0.000) was less than the significance level (5%); the null hypothesis was rejected and it could be stated with 95% confidence that there was a significant difference between the anatomical and isometric techniques.

Conclusions: there were statistically significant differences in the radiological evaluations of the femoral tunnel, both in the sagittal and in the coronal plane, between the ACL reconstruction techniques.
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Introduction

Reconstruction of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) is one of the most frequently performed orthopedic surgical procedures and it particularly affects young adults. It has been estimated that between 75,000 and 100,000 such procedures are carried out in the United States every year.1 Reestablishment of knee biomechanics is the main objective of the treatment, in order to avoid early degenerative alterations, with consequent reduction in work capacity and sports performance.

Over recent decades, the arthroscopic procedure of intra-articular ACL reconstruction has been considered to be the gold standard treatment because of its low morbidity, with better and faster postoperative evolution.

In the 1990s, it was believed that the isometric arthroscopic reconstruction technique for the ACL, in which the neoligament maintains its length throughout the range of motion of the knee, would more adequately restore the biomechanics of this joint. This was achieved by constructing the femoral tunnel at an orientation of close to 12 o’clock, which would make the graft vertical. Although this concept was partially true, with restoration of translational stability, a recent study revealed a failure to reach rotational stability, with maintenance of the pivot shift.2 Consequently, the joint biomechanics was seen not to have been restored, which would generate early signs of osteoarthritis.
In 2003, Yasuda et al. were the first of several authors to study anatomical ACL reconstruction in greater depth, with construction of a femoral tunnel, or tunnels in the case of a double band, at the point where these bands originate, in the medial wall of the lateral femoral condyle. Some more recent studies have shown that, with this procedure, both translational and rotational stability are achieved, thus reproducing the biomechanical characteristics of the knee faithfully.  

With regard to evaluating the positioning of the femoral tunnel after the operation, there are some studies in the literature showing that this objective can be established through radiological studies.  

The aim of this study was to radiologically evaluate the position of the femoral tunnel using the isometric and anatomical reconstruction techniques.

Materials and methods

A prospective analytical study was conducted on 28 patients who underwent ACL reconstruction using grafts from the flexor tendons of the knee or from the patellar tendon. All the procedures were performed by the same author (RBV). Fourteen patients underwent isometric reconstruction and the other 14 patients underwent anatomical reconstruction; patients were allocated randomly. All of the patients were evaluated, before and after the operation, at the knee surgery outpatient clinic of São José University Hospital, School of Medical Sciences of Minas Gerais (HUSJ-FCMMG), and they underwent the surgical procedure in the same hospital. The patients included in this study presented a condition of anterior knee instability that had been diagnosed both clinically and by means of magnetic resonance examination, a closed growth plate in the proximal tibia and distal femur, and an age of less than 50 years. All the patients were referred through the Brazilian National Health System (SUS). We excluded patients who required corrective osteotomy during the reconstructive procedure, those with advanced osteoarthrosis and those with injuries to peripheral ligament structures of the knee. In this sample, 27 were men and one was a woman, and the mean age was 32.5 years (range: 16–48). There were 16 patients (57.14%) with injuries to the left knee and 12 (42.86%) to the right knee. All the patients underwent radiological examinations within the first postoperative month.

With follow-up from one of the authors, the patients were referred for imaging examinations in the radiology sector of HUSJ-FCMMG. Radiographs were performed in anteroposterior (AP) view on the operated knee, with weight-bearing on both feet, and in lateral view at flexion of 30°. These examinations were duly identified with the patient’s name, the date of the surgery and the technique used (isometric or anatomical). We traced out the lines and measured the distances and angles in the following manner: on the lateral radiograph, the distances from the center of the screw to the posterior cortical bone of the lateral condyle and from the center of the screw to the anterior cortical bone were measured (Fig. 1). In relation to the height of the screw, the distance from the center of the screw to the joint surface of the lateral condyle of the knee was measured (Fig. 1). On the AP radiograph, the angle

| Table 1 – Descriptive statistics for the measurements P and H according to the technique used. |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Technique | Measurement P | Measurement H |
| ANT | IST | ANT | IST |
| Count | 14 | 14 | 14 | 14 |
| Mean | 0.4556 | 0.4352 | 0.2023 | 0.3119 |
| Standard deviation | 0.1236 | 0.0835 | 0.1224 | 0.0583 |
| Minimum | 0.2370 | 0.3320 | 0.0570 | 0.2270 |
| First quartile | 0.3662 | 0.3858 | 0.1430 | 0.2615 |
| Median | 0.4525 | 0.4045 | 0.1855 | 0.3065 |
| Third quartile | 0.5435 | 0.4688 | 0.2122 | 0.3668 |
| Maximum | 0.6820 | 0.6570 | 0.5650 | 0.3960 |
Fig. 2 – The angle between the anatomical axis of the femur and the center of the screw was measured in anteroposterior (AP) view. The angle MED was defined.

found for measurement P using ANT were slightly larger than those found using IST. The same was found with the standard deviations and medians.

In the case of measurement H, it could be seen that the values found through using IST were on average greater than those using ANT and also presented lower variability, since the standard deviation was smaller.

Fig. 3 shows a histogram of the distribution of measurement P for ANT and IST. For ANT, there was a very irregular distribution, and for IST, the distribution was asymmetrical to the right.

Fig. 4 shows a histogram of the distribution of measurement H for ANT and IST. It can be seen that the values for ANT had asymmetrical distribution to the right, while for IST, the distribution was approximately uniform.

From the boxplot presented in Fig. 5, it can be seen that the distribution of measurement P was concentrated on close values both for ANT and for IST. As was seen in the initial descriptive analysis, the boxplot made it possible to see that there was less variability in IST than in ANT, since the “box” was smaller.

Regarding measurement H, the distribution of the values for ANT was concentrated on smaller values than those of IST. This indicates that there may be a significant difference between these two techniques in relation to measurement H. To check this hypothesis, an appropriate statistical test was performed.

Fig. 6 presents a plot of the individual values of each measurement, to compare ANT and IST. This graph led to conclusions similar to those from the preceding graph.

Since a small sample was used to compare measurements P and H in relation to the technique used and, moreover, it was seen through a statistical test that the assumption of normal distribution of the data was violated, the most appropriate statistical test for evaluating the hypothesis of interest was the nonparametric Mann–Whitney test.

The hypotheses to be tested were as follows:

Test 1: measurement P.

H₀: ANT and IST present the same distribution.
H₁: ANT and IST present different distributions.

Test 2: measurement H.

H₀: ANT and IST present the same distribution.
H₁: ANT and IST present different distributions.

The significance level used was \( \alpha = 0.05 \).

Test 1: measurement P.

Estimated difference: median (ANT) – median (IST) = 0.0355.
Confidence interval for this difference: \((-0.0520; 0.1050)\).
\( p \)-Value = 0.4213.

Therefore, since the \( p \)-value (0.4213) was greater than the significance level used (0.05), the null hypothesis was not rejected and it could be stated that there was no statistically significant difference between ANT and IST with regard to measurement P.

Fig. 3 – Histogram of the measurement P, stratified according to technique.
Test 2: measurement H.
Estimated difference: median (ANT) – median (IST) = −0.1275.
Confidence interval for this difference: (−0.1820; −0.0710).

Since the p-value (0.0006) was smaller than the significance level used (0.05), the null hypothesis was rejected and it could be stated that there was a statistically significant difference between ANT and IST with regard to measurement H. It could be concluded that this difference occurred because IST generated larger values for measurement H than ANT did.

According to Table 2, the patients on whom IST was used presented greater mean values for the variable MED, in AP view, and smaller variability.

It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the measurements observed for the variable MED were apparently greater for the patients on whom IST was applied. However, a hypothesis test was needed in order to ascertain whether this difference was statistically significant.

Fig. 8 shows that the patients on whom ANT was used had lower values for the variable MED and greater variability than the patients on whom IST was used. Again, this proved the need for a hypothesis test in order to ascertain whether this difference was statistically significant.

To test this hypothesis, we used the t test, given that the sample had fewer than 30 observations. This test assumed that the distribution of the variable MED was normal. We used the Minitab software to do the calculations, with the significance level of 5%. Since the p-value observed (0.000) was smaller than our significance level (5%), the null hypothesis was rejected and it could be stated with 95% confidence that
there was a significant difference between ANT and IST with regard to the variable MED.

It could also be stated, with 95% confidence, that the patients on whom IST was applied presented results for MED that on average were 16.74 times [CI (21.93; 11.55)] greater than among those with ANT.

### Discussion

The importance of correct positioning of both the tibial and the femoral tunnel in ACL reconstruction cannot be underestimated. Poor positioning of the tunnels is a very common mistake in ACL reconstruction, and the possible problems include diminished range of motion of the knee, graft failure, impacting of the graft on the intercondylar roof and continuation of feelings of instability, which generate revision surgical procedures that often present major complexity. Since the center of rotation of the knee is closer to the femoral insertion than to the tibial insertion, greater accuracy of tunnel placement in the femur, in ACL reconstruction, is more critical than tibial tunnel positioning.\(^\text{10}\)

For this reason, our study only addressed analysis of this tunnel.

In most orthopedic surgical procedures involving the bone structure, radiological parameters that have already been well defined guide critical analysis on their correctness and the possible technical mistakes that could affect the final result. This is not the case with regard to ACL reconstruction; although some studies in the worldwide literature have shown different methods for radiologically positioning of the femoral tunnel,\(^\text{9-12}\) none of them has been shown to be effective or has become widely disseminated.

Over a five-year follow-up on 89 patients who underwent ACL reconstruction using video-assisted arthroscopy, Aglietti et al.\(^\text{13}\) demonstrated that 88% of the knees with correct positioning of the femoral tunnel presented satisfactory stability. However, anterior positioning of the femoral tunnel was associated with a failure rate of 62.5%. Khalfayan et al.\(^\text{14}\) showed that 79% of the cases with positioning of the femoral tunnel entrance within the posterior 40% portion of the lateral condyle of the femur presented good results using the KT-1000 arthrometer (up to 3 mm of anteriorization). In our study, the IST came closer to the results of the previous author, with a mean of 0.4352 or 43% posterior to the measurement, versus 0.4556 or 45%, and thus was slightly more anteriorized. This is the reason why, with the single-band ANT, the femoral tunnel was constructed at the bifurcated crest, between the insertions of the fibers of the anteromedial and posterolateral bands of the ACL, i.e. a little more anteriorized than what was used in all the other articles analyzed, which used the anteromedial band as the point at which the tunnel should be made in the femur.

In our study, it was shown that in two regards of the positioning (height and angle in the frontal plane), the transtibial access produced results that were significantly different from those obtained using a medial portal. This diverges from the study by Giron et al., in which they stated that they reached the “ideal” point on the femur both through an out-in or transtibial access and through an anteromedial approach.\(^\text{15}\)

Recently, Shah et al.\(^\text{16}\) conducted a radiographic evaluation on 43 patients who underwent anatomical ACL reconstruction using the anteromedial portal technique and they found that the interference screw was located on the femur at approximately 31% of the sagittal diameter in relation to the posterior cortical bone and at 25% of the height of the lateral femoral condyle.

In a radiographic analysis on bone tunnel positioning in ACL reconstruction that compared the open technique with arthroscopy via an anteromedial portal, Dambrós et al.\(^\text{8}\) found a difference between the two techniques regarding the positioning of the femoral tunnel. The arthroscopic route showed greater precision in tunnel positioning, and this difference was shown to be statistically significant. We also observed a difference in our study in relation to femoral tunnel positioning, but we only used arthroscopic techniques.

Bernard et al.\(^\text{17}\) demonstrated that the positioning of the interference screw in the condyle was at 28.5% of the height of the lateral femoral condyle, using the quadrant method described in their original study, which used the anteromedial portal technique.

In our result, in measuring the height of the lateral femoral condyle in relation to the Blumensaat line, the mean value for IST was 20.2% and for ANT was 31.1%. Functional evaluations with long-term follow-up are needed in order to make comparisons regarding the best surgical technique, since conclusions cannot be reached using radiographic evaluation of tunnel position.

In relation to the frontal plane, our calculations showed that the mean difference between the tunnel angles was 16.74°. The angle in the anatomical reconstruction was smaller because the direction was more horizontalized. Through this, we reached a value close to what was presented

| Table 2 – Descriptive statistics for the variable MED. |
| --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
| Variable | Technique | N | Mean | Standard deviation | Minimum | Q1 | Median | Q3 | Maximum |
| MED | ANT | 14 | 26.93 | 8.51 | 12.00 | 20.75 | 27.50 | 31.25 | 42.00 |
| | IST | 14 | 42.21 | 6.78 | 25.00 | 39.00 | 42.00 | 48.50 | 51.00 |

**Fig. 8 – Individual values for MED.**
by Aglietti et al.,18 who in 1995 published a paper showing a difference of 18° between the tunnels.

Further imaging studies correlated with functional studies are still awaited, in order to affirm which radiographic parameters are correct for femoral tunnel positioning.

Certain limitations of the present study need to be highlighted. The radiographs that were analyzed in relation to our patients were produced using different radiology techniques, with follow-up by one of the authors. Consequently, they were not performed in a blinded manner, which might have led to bias. The real positioning of the graft inside the bone tunnel could not be completely viewed on the radiographic imaging; only the positioning of the screw could be seen. Lastly, the sample size was small.

Conclusion

The positioning of the femoral tunnel on radiological examination presented results that were very similar in relation to posteriorization on the femoral condyle, independent of the technique used. However, there were significant differences in height and angle in relation to the femoral axis.
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